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The quality of many vegetables depends on the time and stage at which they're 
harvested. Some vegetables like sweet corn, peas, beans, cauliflower and broccoli 
deteriorate quickly once they are mature; so they must be picked at just the 
right stage and used immediately. 

* * * * 
A good way to tell the ideal time for sweet corn harvest is to use the 

thumb nail test. If the kernels are fully filled out and in the milk stage, the 
watery substance will squirt out freely when the kernels are pressed with the 
nail. Corn silk should be brmm and dry. 

* * * * 
Harvest peas before the pods are tightly filled and before the color turns 

from bright green to a yellowish green. 

* * * * 
Cut broccoli when the flower bud clusters are well formed but before the 

buds start to open into yellow flowers. Cut 4 to 5 inches of stem with each head. 

* * * * 
If cucumbers are a11m-1ed to remain too long on the vine, the seeds will 

become hard and further production will be reduced. Pick the fruit so a small 
portion of stem adheres to each cucumbe.r. Harvest cucumbers often for best 
quality. 

* * * * 
Pick beans when they are in the best snapping stage, when the pods are still 

straight and smooth before the presence of the seeds in the pod can actually be 
felt and seen. When beans are allowed to get ripe and overmature, they cease to 
produce new f1m-lers and pods. 

* * * * 
Muskmelon is ripe \\lhen the stem slips easily from the fruit, leaving a clean 

scar. Watermelon is ripe when the underside of the fruit turns yellow or when 
snapping the melon with the finger produces a dull, hollow sound. Watermelons 
have to be cut off the vine. 

* * * * Harvest summer squash when the fruits are 6 to 9 inches long, when the rind 
is still soft and before seeds are hard. Winter squash, though, should ripen on 
the vine. l~inter squash is mature when the skin near the stem end is difficult 
to puncture with the thumb nail. 
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